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Responses to February ll, 1977

Nuclear Re ulator Commission uestions
h

Nine Mile Point Unit 1

Docket No. 50-220
DPR-63

1. guestion

Provide detailed sketches of the supports and bearing pads for the
lateral restraints of the fuel rack assemblies. In addition, since
Figures 5.a and 6 do not show sufficient details of the rack base
structure, provide clear sketches of a typical base and its inter-
connecting structure to other bases.

~Res onse .

Figure ') . 1 attached represents a revision to Figure G.a
referenced above. A typical example of the rack base array
is detailed in Figure 1.2. At each. intersection of four
bases, shear blocks are installed to transmit loads among the
bases. A plan view of a typical shear block is shown in Figure
1.3. The 'adjustable wedges are mechanically fastened to the shear
block at the time of final base fit-up and installation. A typical
rack-base-to-wall snubber is shown in Figure 1.4. The snubber
abuts the wall with a braced plate approximately 1 inch thick and with
approximately 200 square inches of bearing area. A single wedge
shim is required, and it is fastened to the snubber at final base
fit-up and assembly to provide proper clearance. In order to
transmit loads across the refueling canal, diagonal braces are
provided. These braces are constructed of approximately 2 inch
thick stainless steel plate and lie on the pool floor. Typical
intersection of braces and base corners is shown in Figure 1.5. A
single wedge shim is provided for adjustment at the time of base
fit-up and assembly. All'shims are mechanically secured'o shear
block and snubber so load carrying capability is unaffected by any
seismic event.

To transmit loads across the cask set-down area, a framework of
2 inch thick steel plates is set on the pool floor .. Clearances are
adjusted as required during assembly. Where these braces abut .the pool
wall, reinforced plates are provided.
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2. guestion

Provide sketches of the mathematical models of the fuel pool, the
fuel storage rack, and the fuel assembly system which were utilized
in the analysis. Illustrate on the sketches the mechanism of shear
an'd load transfer to the fuel pool walls and floor slab. Discuss
the effects of sloshing water. Also,. provide the resulting significant
modal frequencies of the fuel racks in air and water, and the
corresponding mode shapes and participation factors.

~Res onse

A sketch of the dynamic model of the, spent fuel racks is shown
in Figure 2.1. To calculate the natural frequencies of
vibration, each rack (6 types total) was modeled with the
aid of ANSYS (a proprietary finite-element computer
program of Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc., Elizabeth, PA). A mode-
frequency analysis was pe'rformed on each rack to determine the first
several modes of vibration. The cantilever rack model contained ll
mass points, 10 beam elements, and 3 springs - 1 horizontal, 1 vertical,
and 1 rotational. This model took into account the effects of horizontal
and vertical shear as well as the effects of rotary motion and base
flexibilities on the natural frequency. Each beam section mass of
the ten section model included the structural stainless steel weight,
the spent fuel assembly weight, and additional weight due to immersion
in water. The mass point at location 1 included the .flexibility of
the base corner supports and the flexibilityof the vertical shear
of the box walls. The horizontal spring, K , included the shear
flexibilityof. the corner supports. The romdational spring, K„, took
into account the rotational stiffness of the base. The fuel assembly
was considered rigidly fixed to the fuel box (see Response 9 for
justification of this assumption). Each rack was analyzed in its
fully-loaded condition for two directions - North-South and East-West.

Table 2.1 displays the first mode ANSYS-computed frequencie's of
vibration. These values were checked by evaluation of the theoretical
frequency equation of a built-in canti lever. Since the theoretical
equation did not include the frequency-depressing effects of shear and
rotary motion, they served as upper limits. Compared to the ANSYS

values, the theoretical frequencies were reduced from 48: percent to
68 percent of their initial values..

Since only a ground 'response (see Response 3) was available for
dynamic analysis, the reactor building was also modeled so that
the effects of the seismic event on the fuel rack dynamic response
could be properly evaluated. The reactor building model is shown
as Figure 2.„2. The model was employed in the original dynamic analysis of
the Nine Mile Point Unit P1- reactor building. This model contains .

8 mass points, 9 beam elements, and 2 foundation springs. Additionally,
the beam element properties are different in the East-West direction than
the North-South direction. Thus. two directional cases for each of six rack
models were evaluated to determine the maximum seismic acceleration
each rack experienced. A spectrum response(dynamic analysis) was
performed by ANSYS. The resulting seismic acceleration was computed
by the Square-Root-Sum of Squares method for all significant modes of
vibration,
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2. Res onse Continued

The spent fuel pool was modeled as steel-reinforced concrete beams,
vertically cantilevered from the pool floor slab. The, addition of
high density fuel racks complete with fuel assemblies does not
significantly alter the spectral response of the reactor building.
For the static analysis, the'fuel racks are modeled as rigid bodies

'astened to a rigid base. The rack bases are blocked into positions
by the methods and structures outlined in Response 1. (see Figure
2.3). The seismic event acts on the reactor building and the spent
fuel rack responds to the seismic accelerations. The horizontal
shear load is transferred through the rack to the base, through the
shear blocks between racks and ultimately to the'all sunbbers. The shear
force resultant reactions are represented by S'1'nd.S2.. All vertical
deadweigfit and seismi'c loads"are transferred through the rack and
rack corner supports, through the jackscrew and bearing plates, and
ultimately through the pool liner to the" floor concrete slab. The vertical
force resultants are represented by Pl through P4. To develop conservative
values of S,, S and P to P,, the spent fuel pool floor was considered
to be frictionlfss. Th)s assutaption causes the calculated
loads to be an upper bound. Actual loads in the event of an OBE or
SSE are expected to be significantly lower.

The effects of water sloshing in the fuel pool after a seismic event
have been analyzed. The original design for the Nine Mile Point Unit
bl reactor building took into account water loads on the fuel pool
structure. The sloshing effect has been analyzed for the fuel racks
also. Employing conservative assumptions during the hydraulic
analysis, the r'esultant forces on the fuel racks are negligible
with respect to the seismic I.ack loads. The sloshing eftect is also
insiqnificant with respect to forces caused by motion of individual
fuel assemblies within their fuel boxes.

As previously discussed, the computer program ANSYS cal'culated the
modes of vi bration of each different rack type. The first mode is
essentially the only significant mode of interest and is listed in
Table 2.1 for all six rack types, in both East-lh.st and North-South di'rections.
The ANSYS values are for racks fully-loaded and submerged in water.
Table 2.2 presents the, first mode natural frequencies of the racks in
air for both directions as well as the empty and fully-loaded conditions.
Table 2.2 values are taken from Table 1 and are listed after mathematical
compensation due to the absence of the water mass.

J
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Table 2.1

Rack First Mode Natural Fre uencies in Water

No. of.
Fuel Assemblies

fl (Hz)
North-South

fl (H,)
East-West

96

108

120

128

160

200

19.0

20. 1

18.4

21.7

23.3

22.3

18.6

19. 9

21.1

17.6

16.9

19.1

Results by ANSYS for fully-loaded racks.





Tabl'e 2.2

Rack First Mode Natural Fre uencies in Air

No. of Empty Rack - fl
Fuel Assembl i es North-South Hz) East-West H

Loaded Rack - fl
North-South H East-West H

96

108

120

128

160

200

54.3

57. 7

52 ~ 6

62.4

66.8

63.8

53. 2

57.1

60. 3

50. 6

48.5

54.'6

21. 0

22. 3

20.4

24.1

25.8

24.7

20. 6

22.1

23.4

19. 6

18.7

21.2
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Fi ure 2.1

Rack Model for ANSYS

Mass Points 1-11

Beam Elements 1-10

10

10

9 L/10

Horizontal Spring 12

Vertical* Spring 13 6

Rotational Spring k4

3

14

Ko

Ky

13'
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Fi ure 2.2

Reactor Buildin Model for ANSYS

Mass Points 1-7, 12
'N

12

Node Points 8 - 11

Rack
Model

Beam Elements 1-8, ll
Spent Fuel Pool Elevation

4

Foundation Springs Kg K10

.10
8

Kg
.

1

K10

ITI TI
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Fi ure 2.3

Structural Model for Static 'Analysis

Seismic
Forces

S2

i!z
I

I
I

I

I

Pl P2 P3 P4

Support Reactions
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3. question

Provide the response spectra utilized for the SSE and the OBE

conditions. Also state the damping valises a'ssumed for the 'fuel
racks.

~Res onse

,The ground response spectra f'r the horizontal seismic components of
the SSE was taken from Section III of the Nine Mile Point Unit 0'1

FSAR. The vertical ground response was assumed to be 2/3 the
magnitude of the horizontal spectra. The horizontal and vertical
OBE component was assumed to be 1/2 the magnitude of the respective
SSE components.

The fuel rack is considered to be a "bolted structure" with respect
to structural damping due to the numerous small welds located throughout
the rack. The. damping value, from the Nine Mile Point Unit .81 FSAR,
was taken as 2e5 percent.
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4. iIuestion

The maximum 'vertical seismic acceleration should normally be approxiamtely
2/3 of'he maximum horizontal acceleration. Justify the ratio utilized
on page 16 of Attachment '-'B"..

~Res ense

The maximum vertical acceleration listed on page 16 of Attachment "B"
is incorrect. The new spent fuel racks were designed for a maximum
seismic event of 0.25g horizontal acceleration applied simultaneously
with a 1.0g vertical acceleration (plus or minus 0.167g). The
seismic accelerations were applied to the rack structure in the manner
prescribed in the USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.92.
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5. guestion

Your reference to Table 1 regarding the loads, load combinations and
acceptance criteria utilized in the design of the racks is not
sufficient for an adequate review of the design. Therefore, provide
a summary for these items.

~Res onse

The new spent fuel racks were designed to withstand the most severe
environmenta'1, loading, and seismic conditions which were assumed to
occur simultaneously. The breakdown of the load combinations are
as follows:

Normal Plant 0 eration

1. Dead loads of racks, rack bases and seismic restraints.

2. Live loads of fuel assemblies; each rack
was assumed to contain its .maximum spent fuel capability.

3. Pool hydrostatic pressure load was neglected for 'rack structure
calculations, .since hydrostatic" pressure has little effect on
the open rack structure'.

4. Pool water temperature was assumed to be 125 F.

5. Normal pool water circulation was assumed.

Severe Environmental Conditions

These loads included all the loads described For normal plant
operation loads and the following:

1. Trapped water effects treated as live loads within the rack.
\

2 . Seismic accelerations (OBE) were %.125g .horizontal and .0833g
vertical. A11 three seismic components were applied to the
structure and the stress resultants were calculated by the method
outlined in USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.92 (square-root-sum of
squares).

The effects of water sloshing were analyzed. The forces generated
by water were much less than the seismic loads and were therefore
neglected.
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5. Res onse Continued

Extreme Environmental Conditions

These loads. include loads as described for normal plant operation
loads and the following:

1. Seismic accelerations (SSE) were 0.250g horizontal and (1.0 - .167g)
vertical. All tIie seismic components were applied to the spent fuel
rack structure and the resultants calculated by the square-route-sum
of squares as outlined in USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.92.

Abnormal Plant Conditions

These loads inqlude those described for normal plant operation loads
and the following:
1. The spent fuel pool bulk temperature was assumed to be 200 F.

2. Depth of water and thermal stresses due to sustained temperature
changes across the box walls were also considered, analyzed and
found to be satisfactory and safe.

T)e fuel racks and supporting structures were designed for the
extreme environmental conditions occuring simultaneously with the
abnormal plant conditions, i.e., fully-loaded spent fuel racks in
200 F hot bath undergoing a safe shutdown earthquake. All important
rack components were sized and stress-analyzed for the above abnormal
plant conditions . The racks and rack components were then checked
for normal operating conditions, severe environmental conditions (SSE),
and were found to be satisfactory.
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6. guestion

State clearly the codes which are utilized for the design, fabrication,
and installation of the rack structure. Specify the codes from which
the maximum stress limits (at appropriate temperatures) for the
materials and welds were obtained.

~Res onse

The design of the new spent fuel racks was performed to the following
procedure:

Throughout the entire design of the racks, ASME Section„VIII was the
governing code. All evaluations of the applicable acceptance criteria
were taken from their respective sources at a temperature of 200 F, thus
ensuring a margin of safety regardless of actual pool water temperature.

The 1974 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel: Code, Section VIII, Division 1, was
used to design the welds that fasten the fuel and water boxes together.
Part UW covers the design of welded pressure vessels; specifically
paragraph UW-15 details the method of weld design and calculation. Since
this section was conservative with respect to the rest of UW, it was
selected as the design criteria for all 3/32 inch welds having to do
with the 0.090 box walls. The Tungston and Inert Gas (TIG) arc fusion
spot weld was considered as a fillet weld within a hole, and its design
would be included in this section. The design allowable values were
checked against tensile and bend tests of the actual weld specimens and
found to be conservative by a factor of safety. of six or greater. All
welders and weld procedures were qualified by the applicable parts of
ASME Section IX of the Boiler and Pressur'e Vessel Code..

The rest of the rack structure was treated as pressure vessel supports,
the design of which was governed by Section VIII, paragraphs UG-54 and
UG-22. These paragraphs referred to non-mandatory appendices D and G

and to the conformance of the design to good structural practice.
Appendix G suggested the AISC specifications but did not require the
use of them. Section VIII was vague concerning the exact allowables
for structural design, the AISC specifications were used since every
part of the rack structure (with the exception of the 3/32 inch fillet
weld) was considered as a structural part. All other welds were
designed to the AISC Manual, Part 5, "Specifications and Codes,"
Section 1.17 Welds.

The minimum weld size covered by the AISC was a 1/8 inch fillet. Thus,
AISC could not be used for the 3/32 inch fillet and neither the AISC
or the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code overlapped each other. The AISC
specifications pertaining to the size and length of each weld were
adhered to, with all welding performed to the AWS specification Dl.l,,
Revision 2-74 "Structural Welding Code."
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6. ~Res onse (Continued)

The weld allowable values at 200 F were taken from the appropriate
table in Section VIII for the 3/32 inch 'welds. The AISC structural
allowables are based on the yield stress of the material which is
Type 304 stainless steel. Both formulas and tabled values are
presented in AISC, Part 5, Appendix A; however, the yield stress
of the rack material was not" listed. The source of yield stress
(and other material properties) at the design temperature of 200 F

was TID-26666 Nuclear S stems Materials Handbook, by Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory, Hanford, Washington.

The standard which governs the installation of the racks is ANSI
N45.2.2 {with Appendix) "Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage and
Handling of Items for Nuclear Power Plants."
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7. guestion

Compare the most severe temperature distribution considered for the
structural design of the fuel pool structure for both the original
rack design and the new rack design.

s

~Res onse

The new spent fuel rack structures are designed for a 200 F bulk
pool temperature. The original rack structures were designed to
conservatively withstand the maximum anticipated spent fuel pool
bulk temperatures as outlined in the Nine Mile Point Unit 1 FSAR .

It is expected that they could withstand much higher temperatures.
The pool bulk temperatures will not exceed 125oF during normal
operations, including immediately following core off-loading. The
most severe bulk pool temperatures assumed in the analysis (refer
to Response 5 - Abnormal plant conditions) was 200oF.
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8. iIuestion

Provide a summary of the highest stresses, the corresponding safety
margins, the locations where "these occur, and the maximum displacements
at the top of the racks for the loading conditions considered in
the analysis of the rack structure.

~Res onse

The highest stresses in the spent fuel racks occur in the welds which
fasten the fuel and water boxes into a unified rack structure. Table
8.1 summarizes the weld stresses for Normal, OBE and SSE conditions.
Table 8.1 is valid for the following conditions:

a. Calculations performed for fully-loaded 200 Fuel Assembly capacity
rack immersed in hot„(200 F) spent fuel pool water.

b. OBE components: 0.125g horizontal and 0.0833g vertical accelerations.

c. SSE components: 0.25g jorizontal and 0;167g vertical accelerations.

d. Meld design allowable shear stress from ASME Boil'er and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section VIII, for 304 Stainless Steel at 200 F = 8673 psi.

e. Meld stress calculated on minimum weld section (weld throat).

'f. Fusion spot weld considered as a fillet weld around the perimeter
of a spot-equivalent sized hole.

g. Seismic shear stress resultants calculated and combined in the
manner prescribed in Regulatory Guide 1.92 (Square-Root-
Sum of Squares Method).

h. The margin of safety is defined as shear allowable stress
(8673 psi) divided by calculated shear stress, minus 1.

Actual weld load-to-failure tests corrducted by an independent testing
laboratory 'established ultimate weld loads and stresses. The safety
factor (as defined by ultimate stress divided by design stress) of
the fusion spot weld is greater than 8 while that 'of the other fillet
welds is greater than 5.

Table 8.2 summarizes the rack deflections for the various load
conditions. The vertical deflection is measured positive downward.
All deflections are measured relative to the rack's vertical centerline
at the topmost elevation. Table 8.2 is valid for the. following
conditions:
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8. Res onse Continued

a. Calculations performed for fully-loaded 200 Fuel Assembly capacity
rack immersed in hot (200 F) spent fuel pool water.

b. Seismic displacements include water inertial effects.

c. Tabled,deflections include flexural deformations as well as the
effects of shear displacement and rotary motion for short beam
deformation.

d. The AISC suggestion of acceptable deformation for beam bending
( < = span/360) was evaluated and found to be: Horizontal
= 458" max. and vertical 4 =0.330 inch max. In no case do rack
deflections approach these )imits.
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Table 8.1

~Weld T e

Fusion Spot Weld

Vee Held

Fillet Held

Stitch Weld

lJeld Stress

(1) Nor. <
Location PEPSI

A 3485

B 1962

C 2219

D 2884

Summar

Margin
of OBE <

~Safet PEPSI

1.49 5678

Margin (2)

of SSE<
~Safet ~(PSI

.527

7870'argin
of

~Safet

.102

3.42 4596 .887 7231 .199

2.91 2814 F 08 '409 1.54

2.01 4843 .791 6802 .275

NOTES:

Weld Locations

Allowable shear stress = 8673 psi
Margin of Safety M.S. = 8673 -1

C

Weld Locations

A. The lowest level (of four levels) of spot welds are nearest to the
rack base. Location A is for those welds which are closest to
pedestal support. (All rows of spot welds run East-West as rack
is oriented in pool.)

B. Location B is. the lowest position of the 2" vee welds joining fuel
box corner to water box corner which is directly over each
corner pedestal.

C. The continuous fillet weld fastens bottom of water box directly
to both adjacent fuel box walls. The location C weld is nearest
to centerline of corner pedestals..

D. Stitch welds are 1" fusion welds which fasten the top and bottom
edges of fuel boxes together. Location D welds are those stitch
welds at the bottom of the corner'fuel. boxes.
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Table 8.2

I

Maximum Rack Dis lacements

Seismic
Condition

Vert. Disp.
inch

Horiz. Horiz.
East-liest Di sp. tlorth-South Di sp.

(inch) inch

Normal

08E

SSE

0. 0087

0.0096

0.0105

0

0.0031

0.0061

0

0.0015

0.0030
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9. guestion

Provide the details of your analysis considering the impact of the fuel
assemblies against each other and against the rack walls. 'Show how you
incorporated the local effect into the total effect on the rack design.

~Res onse

An analysis was performed to study the effects of fuel assembly motion
within the rack structure of the spent fuel racks when subjected to
seismic disturbances. The model of the rack with its fuel assemblies
is shown in Figure -9. l. A seven mass system is used. The masses,
indicated by circled numbers are as fol,lows:

Mass No. 1 - Base weight + 1/4 rack seismic weight
(includes Rater effects) + 1/4/total Fuel Assembly weight

2 - 1/2 Rack seismic weight (includes water effects)

3 - 1/4 Rack seismic weight (includes water effects)

4 and 6 - 1/4 appropriate Fuel Assembly weight

5 and 7 - 1/2 appropriate .Fuel Assembly weight

The fuel assemblies. represented by masses 4, 5, 6, and 7 can be varied
so as to include various numbers of fuel elements with and without fuel
channels. These. masses include the water which is contained inside the
fuel bundle. The flexibilities of the model are:

Spring No. 1 - Flexibility of base structure between rack
structure and pool floor

2 - Rack flexibility between rack base and mass 2

3 - Rack flexibilityof upper half of rack structure

4 to 7 - Fuel element flexibility. Bottom ends of fuel
assemblies are considered to be pinned at the
base, i.e., no relative lateral motion can occur
and no moment can be exerted.

8 to 15 - Local rack wall flexibilitywhere fuel assembly
contact is made. Gap-type spring elements are
employed'to include the effects of fuel assembly
wall clearances.

The computer model also includes hydrodynamic forces on the fuel assemblies
as well as viscous damping forces. The input was a sine-beat displacement
of the ground where the parameters were selected such that the maximum

value of'he pool floor acceleration had the desired value. The results
are discussed below:
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9. Res onse Continued

The hydrodynamic coupling between the fuel assembly and the spent fuel
rack box was very close. Calculations suggested the hydrodynamic mass
of the fuel to be several times the mass of the displaced water. The
computed fuel assembly behavior confirmed the close coupling,

8ecause the parameters which govern non-linear aspects of the fuel/box
interaction (such as clearances, straightness, local flexibilities)
ar'e distributed statistically throughout the rack assembly behavior of
all fuel assemblies in concert is not sufficiently probable to warrant
its inclusion in a model for analysis of the design condition.

Peak base shear calculated by the computer was, about .3.45 times the SSE

static loading(or about 0.86g) with clearances between fuel assemblies
and fuel boxes. This load occurs immediately after fuel impact and is
an upper bound estimate of impact loading if all, fuel behaved as a

single mass. The limiting stress intensity within the rack assembly
occurs at the fusion spot welds of the lowest positional level. The
SSE stress intensity is 15,740 psi (corresponding to a load'f 521 lbs.),
Multiplying this value by 3.45 times gives a stress intensity of 54,300
psi corresponding to 2088 pounds load. The'allowable weld stress intensity
of 17,700 psi is exceeded in the spot welds; 'however, the ultimate stress
intensity of-75,000 psi (minimum) is not exceeded. Experimental tests-
to-failure show the ultimate load of a spot. weld is about 4550 pounds
or greater.

The force exerted by,the fuel on the rack consisted of pulses having
a duration of about 70 milliseconds as shown on Figure 9.2.

It is, therefore, concluded that even in the unlikely event that all
fuel acts as a single mass, cumulative fuel impact loads will result
in local yielding without loss of structural integrity. The most
realistic model appears to be the consideration of the fuel assembly
mass attached to the box structure.
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Figure 9.2

Typical BHR Fuel Assembly .
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10. guestion

Provide a detailed summary of the stress margins due to the increased
'oadingof the fuel pool walls and floor for the cri,tical load combinations.

Include a discussion of the possibility of shear failures in the areas
of contact of the rack supports with the floor and walls. Compare
numerically these results to those for the previous rack structure.

~Res onse

, .Taken on an overall basis, complete replacement of the present aluminum
spent fuel racks by the new stainless steel racks will increase the fully-
loaded normal deadweight condition 23 percent from 3175 PSF to approxi-
mately 3900 PSF. Since the maximum design loading for the spent fuel
pool floor is 4500 PSF, there is no gross structural reason which would
limit or restrict the proposed increase of spent fuel capacity. The
proposed change would increase the total floor mass about 5.3 percent
and increase total building mass less than 0.5 percent. These small
percentages do not significantly alter the structural seismic I

characteristics or strength margins'hen considered from an overall
view point.

Detailed stress analyses have been performed for all critical areas of
the floor and walls. A thorough review of the pool structural drawings
with a consideration of rack'base jackscrew locations suggested that
the" most critical location for concrete bearing stress was the inter-
section of four 108 fuel assembly racks. This location is 14 feet
8 inches east of the west wall by 6 feet 10 inches north of the south
wall. Conservatively ignorjng the load transmitting effect of the
east-west and north-south mats of 0'll rebar, the peak concrete bearing . ~

stress was calculated by elastic methods and summed over the
appropriate seismic directions by the. square-root-sum of squares
method. For each of the three seism'ic cases, the peak bearing stress
is tabulated in Table 10.1. The allowable stress from the ACI
Reinforced Concrete code 318.63, was 1575 psi (or 45 percent of the
specified f ' 3500 psi concrete). In no case was this stress
exceeded.

Table 10.2 and Table 10.3 detail the worst case floor and wall shear
loadings. The results suggest that shear failure of the walls or
floor at points of support is unlikely. During the course of analysis,
the beneficial effects of reinforcing bar were ignored, especially at
the joint of the pool wall at the pool floor. Note that this is the
location of the seismic snubbers which are designed to transmit all
horizontal'eismic loads. The concrete -is able to carry the horizontal
shear loadings generated by a conservative (assumed frictionless) pool
floor. The heavily reinforced corner joints add considerably to the
wall shear strength.

A comparison between the'ld and proposed new spent fuel racks would be

difficult because:

l. Old racks stored 20 fuel assemblies; the new racks store 96 to 200 fuel
assemblies.
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10. Res onse Continued

2. Old racks are bolted down by swing bolts; the new racks are free-standing
'ndhorizontally restricted by seismic snubbers.

3. Seismic loads on old racks are taken wholly by swi.ng bolts; new racks
have different load transfer paths.

4. Old racks designed to 1966 criteria; the new racks are designed to
latest specifications.

For either case, the spent fuel racks have met the appropriate strength
and seismic requirements in force at the time of design and thus pose
no threat to plant integri ty or public safety.
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Table 10.1

'orst

Case Concrete floor Bearin Stress

Cond.

NORMAL

OBE

SSE

Average ~
PSI

aa

514

725

927

Safety
'Marin

2. 06

1.17

..699

'eale. 0
~PS I

635

890,

1133

Safety
H~iar in

'.

48

.770

.390

ACI-318-63: 6 AL = 1575 PSI allowable

Margin of safety MS = ~AL
1

for fully-loaded fuel rack conditions.
G P
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Table 10.2

Cond.

Horst Case Concrete Floor Shear Stress

Shear Stress'llowable Stress ~c
PSI PSI

Safety
Nearin

NORMAL

OBE

SSE

33.7

47.6

60.9

71

71

71

1.104

.490

.166

ACI-318-63: ~c = 71 psi allowable

Margin of Safety = l/c
1

on nominal shear stress for fully-loaded
fuel rack conditions
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Table 10.3

llorst Case Concrete llall Shear Stress

Cond

NORMAL

OBE

SSE

Shear Stress ~u
PSI

0

31. 4

62.7

* Allowable Stress Mc
PSI

71

71

71

Safe'ty
'arca in

LARGE

1.26

.132.

ACI-318-63: 'Yc = 71 PSI allowable

Margin of Safety = Mc
~u

U

on nominal shear stress for fully-loaded fuel
rack conditions
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11. question

On page 27 of Attachment "B", provide a numerical comparison of the impact
strengths against dropped assemblies of the new and the old rack structures.

~Res onse

" The impact strengths of the existing aluminum fuel racks and new stainless
steel racks have been calculated and compared. The new spent fuel racks are
approximately 2 and 3/4 times stronger than the existing racks.

~ ~
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12. guest1on

In section 7.3, it is stated that there is no threat to the integrity
of the pool liner if a rack is accidentlly dropped into the pool during
construction. State the assumptions regarding the kinetic energy of
the dropped rack and the duti lity factor of the target in absorbing the
energy of impact and provide the results of your analysis.

~Res onse

There is little threat to the integrity of the pool liner in the unlikely
event that a rack should be accidently dropped into the pool. 1]hen
the rack is dropped, it will not sink immediately. but will float for a
short period of time. The large number of flow control orifice plates
in the rack structure restricts the terminal velocity to a low value.
A terminal rack velocity has been calculated and an energy equivalence
has beep, done. The equivalent rack drop heights are less than one foot.

In addition, the rack will not be permitted to travel over existing
fuel racks. This control is administrative and will minimize the
chances of pool liner damage for all floor area under the existing
aluminum racks.

All pool floor areas, which will contain new racks, will first be covered
with rack bases. These bases are designed for seismic loadings while
carrying a fully-loaded fuel rack. They wi 11 withstand an accidental
rack drop with little or no damage. Hove importantly, each base corner
pedesta') jackscrew bears upon heavy steel plates which are designed to
transfer rack deadweight and seismic loadings to and through the liner
plate, to the pool floor concrete and the imbedded steel I-beams
within the concrete floor slab. This load path is strong enough to
withstand the energy of an accidental rack drop.

In light of the low rack drop energy and the protective rack base
configuration, the threat of pool liner damage to an accidental rack
drop has been minimized.

J'
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13. guestion

In Attachment "8", the references made on pages 3 and 17 to Table 1 for
the codes applicable to the design, fabrication and erection of, the rack
structures are not clear. To clarify your references, the codes
utilized for each of these items must be identified separately.

~Res onse

Response 6 answers this question.
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